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RATIO PAUSING AND THE DETERMINATION OF
DISCRIMINATIVE OPERANT LATENCIES
Thomas M. Bell, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University,

1987

The latency between discriminative stimulus onset
and initiation of a corresponding ratio requirement (RR)
was studied in pigeons using a two-key discrete-trial
procedure with three-component multiple schedules.

The

two-key procedure allowed measurement of response-reinforcer relations on a "constant" key, and stimulus-reinforcer relations on a "stimulus" key.

The first experi

ment showed regular between-session effects as equivalent
fixed-ratio (FR) components were raised over several
phases and then lowered.

A direct relation was observed

between latency and RR for each of ten subjects.

Initial

stimulus-key pecking showed several trends, the most pre
valent being an inverse relation to RR.
Experiment 2 demonstrated within-session separations
and reversals of median latency for eight of ten subjects
as different FR values were applied to each of the three
schedule components.

A direct relation between latency

and RR was again noted.

Initial stimulus-key pecking

showed an inverse relation to RR, with a high proportion
of such responses occurring in the smallest FR component.
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These effects were replicated in two of the previously
successful subjects when equivalent FRs were used with
differing percentage reinforcement in each component.
Experiment 3 failed to duplicate the within-session
latency separations of the former experiment when variable-ratio (VR) schedules were substituted for FR compo
nents with three of Experiment 2's successful subjects.
Each schedule included one element of continuous rein
forcement in the distribution of RRs comprising its VR
list.

Latency was found to mainly be controlled by this

lowest RR, with minor differences appearing for each of
the VR averages.

Initial stimulus-key pecking maintained

the same inverse relation to RR as in Experiment 2.
These effects were replicated in one of two other sub
jects when equivalent VRs were used with differing per
centage reinforcement in each component.
These results were analyzed in terms of the pausing
typically found under ratio-based reinforcement,

and were

further discussed according to their implications for the
determination of response latencies in operant relations.
Recommendations were made for continued investigation of
these effects, and for a clearer terminology regarding
temporal characteristics of discriminated operant perfor
mance.
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INTRODUCTION
Response latency may be defined as the time which
intervenes between a stimulus change and the occurrence
of the behavior it evokes.

Analyses of both uncondi

tioned and conditioned respondent behavior have long rec
ognized the importance of this variable as a quantitative
property of reflex strength (Skinner, 1938):

the latency

of a respondent varies in a manner inversely proportional
to the intensity of its eliciting stimulus.

The primary

concern of the research described in this paper was to
identify a suitable counterpart for operant relations.
Skinner noted the potential utility of an operant
analog to respondent latency.

His work on the problem

employed a reaction time (RT) procedure with rats (1938)
and pigeons (1946).

A buzzer was sounded following pre

sentation of a 3 s "warning" stimulus (keylight) during a
"foreperiod."

Responding during the foreperiod produced

a blackout condition; but if behavior was withheld until
after buzzer onset,

a single response would produce rein

forcement and terminate the stimulus complex.

Foreperiod

responding was quickly extinguished by the blackout con
tingency, and was soon replaced by "preparatory" behavior
which made possible the timing of fast latencies (around
0.3 s).

These were further reduced by a limited hold (a

1
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respond in less than "t" time, or R<t) manipulation that
progressively shortened buzzer duration.

This permitted

differential reinforcement for increasingly fast respond
ing, and eventually yielded RTs of around 0.2 s.
In a later consideration of appropriate dependent
variables for operant relations,

Skinner (1950) was led

to reject the latency measure for two reasons.

He first

pointed out that average latency, unlike response rate,
had not been found to "vary continuously or in an orderly
fashion"

(p. 196) with the response-weakening operations

of extinction and satiation.

Instead of showing increas

ingly long delays, which would have corresponded to the
lower response rates typically observed under such condi
tions,

subjects provided modal RTs similar to those found

under more favorable circumstances.
Skinner's second objection questioned the validity
of using RT procedures for determining operant latencies.
This argument concerned a distinction between the logic
of "free-operant" paradigms (Skinner,

1938) and that of

conventional "trial" procedures used in studying instru
mental behavior (cf. Logan & Ferraro,

1970).

While, trial

procedures Incorporate a discrete stimulus event which
enables the measurement of a latency,

they also influence

the nature of responding by prohibiting its occurrence
prior to the onset of that stimulus (a do not respond
before "t" time, or R>t contingency).

When combined with
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differential reinforcement for fast responding (e.g., via
a R<t contingency),

the resulting behavior is appreciably

different from that measured in "free" operant paradigms.
Especially important to such cases is the role served by
any waiting behavior during the foreperiod.

A reasonable

expectation would be the conditioning of an effective
preparatory response, which may in turn contribute to
faster RTs.

On the basis of his earlier work,

Skinner

concluded that it was this strengthening of foreperiod
behavior that played the more critical role in determin
ing the latency of discriminated operants.

He was ulti

mately led to reject the measure as an adequate datum for
operant relations,

in lieu of the more parsimonious

response rate variable.
Research by Stebbins and Lanson (1961) showed how
this latter difficulty could be circumvented by requiring
a topographically compatible "setup" response during the
foreperiod.

In their procedure with rats, an intertrial

interval (ITI) of 27 s immediately followed reinforcement
termination.

Another stimulus (light) then occasioned

the setup response:

operation of the manipulandum in one

direction (i.e., pressing the lever).

After completing a

R>2 s contingency for the opposing response (i.e.,
release),

a tone (S^) was presented;

lever-

latency was measured

from SD onset to lever release. ' In this way each subject
was optimally positioned to respond at tone onset.

This
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4
procedure yielded quick RTs (0.1 to 0.3 s) of low varia
bility, without the explicit specification of a R<t con
tingency (i.e., without differential reinforcement for
such behavior).
Moreover,

Stebbins and Lanson (1961) were able to

demonstrate reliable extinction effects with this proce
dure:

median latency values grew longer and more vari

able in the absence of reinforcement.

Closer examination

of Skinner's (1938, 1946) data indicated that extinction
commonly produced an increased frequency of unusually
long durations,

or an increase in the number of trials

entirely lacking of a response.

With modal estimates

these instances were not factored into the average,
the index which resulted, therefore,
effect.

and

showed no weakened

By using median estimates of the central latency

tendency, Stebbins and Lanson were able to show consis
tent extinction effects,
used modal estimates.

unlike Skinner, who had earlier

This experiment made two important

contributions toward the possibility of measuring operant
latencies:

first,

it demonstrated their consistency when

median values were used, and second,

it showed that they

could be attained without the specific application of R<t
contingencies.
It will be remembered, however,

that Skinner (1950)

was able to derive fast latencies without using a limited
hold,

thus allowing for the implicit definition of R<t
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contingencies (which would still invalidate any charac
terization of such intervals as being representative of
"free" operant responding).

That R<t requirements can be

removed from RT procedures, as Stebbins and Lanson (1961)
demonstrated, does not mean that fast latencies might not
continue to be differentially reinforced as RTs.

This is

especially true when extinction and reinforcement condi
tions are contrasted in a multiple schedule (i.e., when
the two are juxtaposed in within-session comparisons;
Stebbins & Reynolds,

1964).

see

Furthermore, Hesse (1984)

has demonstrated that quick responding may be attained
through stimulus-reinforcer contiguities (i.e., respon
dent relations) that are inherent to such procedures.
Thus another possibility is that latencies can be fast
partly due to a respondent contribution.

In either case

(whether the resulting delay is better characterized as
an operant RT or as a respondent latency), the possibili
ties for measuring a "free" operant latency in such con
texts remain limited.
Hesse (1984) used a two-key procedure,

after Keller

(1974), to topographically isolate possible respondent
influences.

His technique with pigeons presented com

ponent stimuli on one key (i.e., the stimulus-reinforcer,
or "stimulus-key") and required the response-reinforcer
contingency to be satisfied by pecking on another (con
stantly-illuminated)

"constant-key."

By this means it

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

was possible to measure operant pecks (and their laten
cies) on the constant-key,

and ostensibly respondent

pecks (or at least not "free" operant responses) on the
stimulus-key.

When different fixed-ratio (FR) require

ments were scheduled in each of two multiple components,
stimulus-key pecking appeared almost exclusively in the
more favorable of the two (i.e., with the smaller F R ) .
Because stimulus-key pecks were made prior to the first
response of the ratio requirement (RR), these latencies
were always among the shortest measured.

Constant-key

pecks in the favorable component occurred sooner than
those in the higher RR ("unfavorable") component,

even

though stimulus-key pecking (and the necessary changeover
to the constant-key) was not found there.

Thus despite

the RT-type influence for stimulus-key pecking in the
favorable component,

such interference was not sufficient

to override the measurable component difference that was
attributable to operant (response-reinforcer) relations.
Improvements upon this technique have since tried to
remove the possibilities for first-order respondent con
ditioning by using an unlighted grain hopper (Delgado,
1987), or by eliminating the possibility for such pecking
to occur as generalized responding (cf. Steinhauer,

1982)

by using an auditory stimulus for SD (Neal,

While

1987).

both studies produced data which support the analysis of
stimulus-key pecking as being of other than an exclusive
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operant provenance,

neither permitted unconfounded com

parisons of the remaining constant-key latencies.

That

is, component differences in both studies appeared to be
controlled by more than simple response-reinforcer rela
tions.

What may be left to consider in these two-compo

nent studies are two quite different latencies,

neither

of which can be directly compared to the other.
Research by Schlinger (1985) suggested that another
difference may have to do with variables that contribute
to the unfavorable-component latencies.

His dissertation

extended the original Hesse (1984) result to schedules of
percentage reinforcement and reinforcement magnitude.

It

was noted that while stimulus-reinforcer effects appeared
as in Hesse's study,
cult to obtain.

latency separations were more diffi

When such effects were possible,

factors

which have been shown to contribute to "pausing" in freeoperant schedules (Ferster & Skinner,
be responsible.

1957) appeared to

Schlinger found that his results with a

discrete-trial procedure compared favorably to studies
wherein the latency was termed a pause.

Thus,

a further

difference between the favorable and unfavorable compo
nent latencies in the experiments so far conducted may be
that unfavorable component latencies are at least partly,
and perhaps entirely, determined by factors which control
pausing in ratio-based reinforcement schedules.

To call

such values latencies rather than pauses would seem to be
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redundant.

On the other hand,

identification of similar

controlling variables for each should provide further
clarification about the nature of operant latencies.
The above considerations together allow several con
clusions about how the study of operant latencies should
proceed.

According to Skinner's (1950) considerations,

and the follow-up by Stebbins and Lanson (1961), average
latency must be computed as a median value rather than
as a mode.

Also,

R<t dependencies cannot be included,

since their use necessarily implies RT-type data.

Final

ly, to identify and measure the influence of stimulusreinforcer contiguities, Hesse's (1984) two-key method
should continue to be employed.
Still remaining, however,

is the problem of compar

ing two qualitatively different latencies in within-session manipulations.

It may be suggested that a way to

overcome this difficulty is to include a third schedule
component.

This would permit continued RT-type influ

ences in the favorable schedule, while allowing compari
sons between two components that exhibit similar propor
tions of initial stimulus-key pecking.
verbal convenience,

As a matter of

each of the schedule components can

be labeled according to its relative "value"
to the schedule parameters used):
ate, and unfavorable.

favorable,

(according
intermedi

Comparisons would then be possible

for different levels of stimulus-key pecking in each of
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the three components (e.g., would it predominate in the
more favorable component; would it also occur in the
intermediate component,
Additionally,

and if so, to what degree?).

comparisons would be possible between at

least two of the three constant-key latencies.
This was the method adopted in the present research.
Three experiments were conducted, each using two-key dis
crete-trial multiple schedules.

The first made between-

session comparisons of equivalent schedule components.
This extended the first phase of Hesse's
tion, but now with three components.

(1984) disserta

Experiment 2 repli

cated Hesse's second phase (within-session comparisons,
but again using three components rather than t w o ) .

A

second phase applied similar procedures to differing
schedules of percentage reinforcement.
ment was an untried approach,

The last experi

suggested on the basis of

data obtained by Blakely and Schlinger (in press).

This

involved within-session comparisons of highly dissimilar
variable-ratio (VR) schedules,

each having as one member

of its VR list an element of continuous reinforcement
(i.e., FR 1).

Through each of these comparisons,

the

measured latency was examined as evidence favoring either
(1) an operant latency interpretation, or (2) an analysis
in terms of the variables that control pausing in ratiobased reinforcement schedules.
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GENERAL METHOD
The method used in this research generally followed
that employed in earlier work by colleagues of Michael
(Delgado,

1987; Hesse, 1984; Hesse,

Nuzzo, & Sundberg,

1984; Neal,

Michael, Whitley,

1985; Schlinger,

1985).

Descriptions in this section apply equally for each of
the experiments described later in the text.

Subjects
Ten barren hen White Carneaux pigeons served during
the various phases of this study.

Subjects were experi

mentally naive prior to magazine training.

Each bird was

individually housed in a continuously lighted room, where
free grit and water was typically available (exceptions
are noted b e l o w ) .

Pre-session body weights were main

tained between 78 and 83 percent of each subject's mean
free-feeding weight (determined over five days preceeding
weight reduction).

Birds did not participate when their

weight exceeded this range prior to session start.

Sup

plementary post-session feeding compensated for insuffi
cient food intake during sessions.

Subjects were run

daily, at approximately the same time of early morning.

10
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Apparatus
Three Lehigh Valley sound-attenuated pigeon chamb
ers, 35 cm deep, were each equipped with a three-key
intelligence panel

(37 cm in height, by 30 cm in w i d t h ) .

The 2.5 cm diameter keys were spaced 3.7 cm apart,

edge-

to-edge, and were horizontally positioned 24.5 cm above
the chamber floor.

Each could be transilluminated by an

Industrial Electronics,
from behind.

Inc. stimulus projector, mounted

Pecks to the key with a force greater than

0.2 N closed a microswitch which automatically caused the
response to be recorded by a Digital Equipment Corpora
tion PDP-8A minicomputer,
ware and State Systems,

equipped with SuperSKED soft

Inc. interfacing.

All stimulus

presentations and time intervals were automatically
recorded in similar fashion.
Intelligence panels also included a 5 x 6 cm aper
ture centered 10.5 cm above the chamber floor.

This

illuminable opening permitted access to mixed grain when
the hopper mechanism was actuated.

A 7.5 w houselight,

medially positioned 3 cm from the panel top, provided
indirect lighting for the entire chamber.
(Grason-Stadler White Noise Generator,

White noise

Model 901B) was

delivered through a 7.5 cm diameter perforation in the
lower right-hand side of the panel, behind which a
speaker was mounted.

The right-hand wall of the chamber,
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which also served as its door,

included a 19 cm (height)

by 23 cm (width) one-way mirror.

Throughout experimenta

tion this was covered by black cardboard containing a 1
cm diameter hole for the purpose of subject observation.
Procedure
Table 1 provides a summary of each subject's expo
sure to the various experimental procedures.

The present

section details the course of that training prior to the
experiments proper.

The houselight remained continuously

illuminated through all of these manipulations.
Preliminary Training
One pigeon (P-0021) was trained to peck a lighted
key using a standard autoshaping procedure (Brown &
Jenkins,

1968),

labeled AUT1 in Table 1, and thus always

received grain from a lighted food hopper (HOPA).

The

remaining nine birds were among a group initially trained
to take grain from an unlighted hopper (HOPB).

These

subjects were selected for autoshaping to a keylight
stimulus when the hopper light was absent during grain
presentations,

after Davol,

Steinhauer,

& Lee (1977).

The procedure for magazine training and the autoshaping
test results, neither of which have bearing upon the
present research,

are reported by Delgado (1987, Experi

ment 1) for all but two of these subjects (P-0137 and
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Table 1
Sessions per Experimental Procedure

p
R
0
C
HOPA

Subject Identification Number
0021 0137 1919 1929 1946 3235 3277 4973 6400 6840
9
27

HOPB

AUT1

19

23

4

2

2

27

21

28

20

18

5

5

2

1

2

AUT2
AUT3

5
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P-3235).
Because the autoshaping test (AUT2) for these latter
seven birds actually involved an automaintenance rather
than an autoshaping procedure (i.e., responses during the
keylight stimulus were not reinforced by grain delivery),
final pecking of the lighted key for one pigeon (P-1919)
was much reduced from that initially attained.

This

bird, before continuing in the present study, was there
fore exposed to a similar procedure except that a true
autoshaping paradigm was used (AUT4).
stimulus presentations,

This involved 50

each scheduled according to a

variable-time (VT) 60 s interval (30 s to 90 s, by 5 s
steps).

The stimulus consisted of an 8 s transillumina

tion of the center key by white light.

A peck to this

key during its illumination immediately terminated the
white light and produced a 4 s delivery of the dark food
magazine.

Trials without a response were followed by the

same duration of unlighted grain after the 8 s stimulus
was terminated.

One session was sufficient to re-estab

lish P-1919's autoshaped response to the lighted center
key.

(This procedure was identical to that used with

P-0021 except for the use of a dark food magazine.)
Subjects P-0137 and P-3235 were exposed to a similar
autoshaping procedure except that the keylight stimulus
remained on during unlighted grain presentations

(AUT3).

Both pigeons autoshaped rapidly and pecking was sustained
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through all sessions.

However the technique of keeping

the stimulus key illuminated during grain delivery pro
duced a behavioral peculiarity which may have influenced
later results.

In early sessions frequent pecking was

directed to the lighted key throughout its duration,

even

to the extent that the 4 s grain was effectively omitted.
This gradually changed for both subjects on the second
day when each began to make observing responses to the
unlighted grain after an initial response burst on the
lighted key.

As these occurred earlier in successive

trials it became possible to peck the unlighted grain
while the keylight remained on.

Responding quickly began

to assume the characteristic pattern shown by other sub
jects, with a single peck to the lighted key, and then
while it stayed on (unlike for other subjects), a redi
rection of pecking to the dark grain.
response to the grain hopper,

The observing

after an initial response

to the stimulus key, remained a persistent feature of
each of these birds' performance,

even though a final

100-trial session of the autoshaping procedure used with
P-1919 (AUT4) was conducted with both subjects.
Discrimination Training
Pecking to the lighted center key was firmly estab
lished in each subject at the completion of autoshaping.
A program of discrimination training was then undertaken
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Table 2
Discrimination Training Phases

Step

ITI
Length

R> t
Used

Ratio
Size

R< t
Used

Hopper
Light

DIS1

10 s

no

1

5 s

no

3 s

DIS2

10 s

no

3

10 s

no

3 s

DIS3

10 s

no

3

10 s

yes

3 s

DIS4

5 s

yes

3

10 s

yes

2 s

Grain
Duration

which gradually adapted the performance criterion to that
of the final discrete-trials procedure.

Table 2 presents

the various phases of this program, with novel feature(s)
of each step underlined.

Each procedure involved 72

stimulus presentations per daily session.
Three birds

(P-4973, P-0137 & P-3235) participated

in all four discrimination training phases.

Because they

each progressed rapidly and without difficulty,

training

was accelerated with later subjects by combining steps.
The criterion for advancement was that pecking reliably
occur to the stimulus key immediately upon its onset.
The only other subject to participate in DIS1 was
P-1929.

At this point trial frequency was increased by

reducing the ITI to a fixed-time (FT) 10 s schedule (from
VT 60 s).

The reinforcement duration was also reduced to
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3 s (from 4 s ) .

A 5 s abort (R<t) contingency was added,

but was rarely contacted by subjects since the RR was not
increased from 1.
DIS2 increased the RR to three, with the keylight
remaining on until this requirement was met.
three initial subjects participated.

Only the

This and the first

phase were combined with DIS3 for all remaining birds.
The additional feature of this next step involved use of
the magazine light during grain presentations.

Together,

the procedural changes to this point presented no diffi
culty for the remaining birds (P-0021, P-1919,
P-3277, P-6400, P-6840):

P-1946,

each subject progressed to the

next phase after only one session in Step 3.
All but two subjects (P-0021 & P-1929) participated
in the last step of the training program (DIS4).

Here

the reinforcement duration was reduced to 2 s, the ITI
was shortened to 5 s, and a R>t contingency was added
during the ITI:

onset of the stimulus key was now con

tingent upon not pecking any of the three dark keys for a
period of at least 5 s.
By the end of discrimination training subjects were
consistently making three rapid pecks to the lighted key
upon its onset, which was normally scheduled to occur
5 s after termination of the lighted grain.
were seldom made to the unlighted key:

Responses

subjects instead

positioned themselves in front of it until the 5 s ITI
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had elapsed.

The schedule could be described as a simple

FR 3 arranged as discrete trials.
out by Nuzzo (1984), however,

that the "discrete trials"

designation may be misleading,
was applied during the ITI.

It has been pointed

since a R>t contingency

To the extent that this

dependency strengthens some behavioral alternative to
keypecking,

it may be considered as the first member of a

two-component heterogeneous response chain, with the ini
tial link being the R>t contingency, and the terminal
link being the FR 3.

It should be noted that keylight

onset, as the SD for keypecking, might have thus consti
tuted conditioned reinforcement for alternate behavior
during the preceding component.
Chain R>5-sec Mult FR 3 FR 3 FR 3
This designation accurately defines the "discretetrial multiple schedule"

(Hesse et al.,

1984) as used in

the current experiments?

it will hereafter be referred to

as "chain R>t mult RR."

The initial link was unchanged,

but one of three unique component stimuli now occasioned
the FR 3 performance.

The most drastic alteration was

the addition of a second key in an attempt to topograph
ically isolate respondent and operant keypecks,
Keller (1974).

after

The center key continued to be used for

completing the terminal link RR.

It remained illuminated

by white light through the entire session.

The function
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of the stimulus key was transferred to the left-most key
on the front panel, and was now transilluminated either
blue, red, or green after the R>t contingency was met.
The logic of this arrangement was that operant (responsereinforcer) relations would be maintained by the con
stantly lighted center key (the constant key),
responses to it resulted in grain delivery.

since

The left

most stimulus key would support the respondent (stimulus-reinforcer) relations because its multiple schedule
component stimuli were paired with grain delivery (and
with the intervening FR 3).
This procedure is illustrated in the state diagram
(Snapper, Kadden,

& Inglis, 1982) of Figure 1.

State 1

began the session by turning on the houselight and white
constant key.
State 2.

The R>5 s contingency is represented in

After this, two decision functions determined

with equal probability which of three component stimuli
would transilluminate the stimulus key (no more than four
consecutive presentations of the same stimulus was pos
sible) .

When this had been accomplished the procedure

was in either State 3, 4, or 5, depending on which color
had been selected.

The abort limit was extended to 30 s

and was rarely contacted by any of the subjects (until
Experiment 3); it is represented at the bottom of each
of these states.

The three components were similar after

this point, with differences appearing only in RR ("n" of
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Figure 1.

State Diagram of the Basic Chain R>5 s Mult nR
nR nR Procedure.

"nRl") or reinforcement probability ("P=b%" or "r%" or
"g%").

In the present case,

the RR remained at three for

all components and the reinforcement probability remained
at 1.0; these values were systematically manipulated in
later experiments.

Termination of the 2 s grain delivery

is represented in State 6.

In later experiments a 0.5 s

blackout occurred when grain was not delivered;

its ter

mination is depicted in State 7.
The most prevalent feature of training at this stage
involved the R>5 s contingency.

All birds failed to meet

this requirement at the start of the first session, and
instead responded continuously to the constant key.

As
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nonreinforced pecking gradually subsided,

a 5 s lapse

eventually occurred and the stimulus key was transillumi
nated with the blue,

red, or green hue.

Initial pecks

frequently occurred to this key, but without effect to
the programmed contingencies.

It was not unusual for a

burst of three pecks to occur to the constant key during
stimulus-key illumination.
forcement was terminated,

After the resulting rein
constant-key pecking was again

frequent and this entire process repeated, beginning with
the gradual subsidance of responding and ending finally
with another successful trial.

It was rare that the 30 s

abort contingency was met during this shaping.

Fifty

trials per session were conducted in this manner until
responses to the constant key were no longer occurring
prior to stimulus-key illumination.

This training (MULT

in Table 1) progressed rapidly for all subjects,

and it

became clear that with later birds it would be possible
to run a single session before advancing to Experiment 1.
Treatment of Data

Use of the SuperSKED RECORD function permitted on
line recording of all stimulus presentations and keypeck
responses,

along with their time of occurrence.

This

enabled a detailed analysis of the various environmentbehavior interactions (using statistical programs written
in FORTRAN and employing SuperSKED data transformation
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routines).

All measures were partitioned by multiple

schedule component.

Latencies were timed from stimulus-

key onset to the occurrence of the first constant-key
response. These were later ordered and the median value
determined.

Succeeding responses and their interresponse

times were collected and summed, permitting the calcula
tion of an average run rate and an average delay to rein
forcement.

Stimulus-key pecks that preceeded constant-

key responses were tabulated according to an R/S ratio,
permitting a statement in respondent terms as to the
relative number of component stimuli to elicit a stimu
lus-key peck; median latencies were also computed for
these responses.

Reliability data were collected on the

number of component trials per session and the average
reinforcement duration (timed from the last constant-key
response to grain termination).
Box checks were conducted on a 5-min time-sample,
and permitted examination of both subject and equipment.
There were only occasional equipment failures (a keylight
went out, or the computer "crashed").

The session was

restarted if the subject had completed fewer than half
the trials; otherwise data were retained as a shortened
session.

In the rare event that a subject's data was

lost, that session was recorded as an open data point
(signifying that the pigeon was run, but with unknown
results).
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EXPERIMENT 1
This experiment was designed to evaluate the effects
of different FR requirements as they were varied across
sessions in equivalent multiple-schedule components.

The

rationale for this test was to determine the nature of
possible between-session effects prior to undertaking the
examination of within-session differences in later exper
iments.

An additional function of these manipulations

was to provide subjects with an extensive history of
responding in the chain R>t mult RR procedure depicted in
Figure 1.
Former experiments have consistently shown latency
to vary directly with RR manipulations when studied using
less complex discrete-trial procedures in between-session
comparisons.

An additional contribution of the work by

Stebbins and Lanson (1961) demonstrating the utility of a
foreperiod "setup" response, was the finding of longer
median latencies and their increased variability during
extinction.

This result was extended in a similar exper

iment which used percentage reinforcement schedules with
rats (Stebbins & Lanson,

1962).

As the probability of

reinforcement was varied between zero and one,

latency

duration and variability were both found to be inversely
proportional to the scheduled reinforcement frequency.
23
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Stebbins (1962) replicated these findings with monkeys
using different concentrations of sucrose solution after
food deprivation.

The same inverse relation of latency

to reinforcement magnitude was shown.
Each of these studies very closely followed the RT
procedure used by Skinner (1946), since the RR was not
increased from 1.

Zimmerman (1960) reported similar

results with FR 1, and found an enhancement when the RR
was raised to 10.

Using a E>2-min foreperiod (including

blackout, another control for variability) with rats, he
showed latency duration and variability to vary inversely
with reinforcement probability as it was progressively
decreased across sessions, while run rates were shown not
to be so affected.
Colleagues of Michael have investigated this same
relation with both single-key and two-key versions of the
chain R>t mult RR procedure.

The single-key method did

not employ the Keller (1974) technique for topographic
ally isolating respondent and operant keypecks;
experimental features were the same.

all other

Hesse et al.

(1984)

found more robust within-session effects with RR differ
ences alone,

rather than with a constant FR 15 and manip

ulations of either percentage reinforcement or reinforce
ment duration.

They also report that preliminary work

showed latency differences to be "considerably smaller
(or entirely absent)"

(p. 17) when parameters identical
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to those of two different multiple-schedule components
(by which within-session differences had been previously
shown) were arranged as single-components.

However evi

dence to the contrary has since been obtained.
In similar between-session comparisons, Whitley
(1986) found a direct relation of RR to latency.

Four of

six pigeons showed this effect when equivalent ratios
were increased from 3 to 15 (using a reinforcement proba
bility of .9, with a 4 s duration).

Neal (1985) extended

this result to within-session manipulations of reinforce
ment probability (.3 vs.

.9, both at 4 s duration) and

duration (6 s vs. 2 s, both at .9 probability).

He found

greater separations between median latencies (inversely
related to probability and duration) with larger RRs
(e.g., FR 40), but at the expense of greater between-ses
sion variability.

Shorter RRs (e.g., FR 5) failed to

produce clear separations.
Similar results have been obtained using two-key
procedures.

Hesse (1984) reported inconsistent changes

among four subjects exposed to equivalent components of
increasing RRs (with reinforcement set at .9 probability
and 3 s duration).

One of three pigeons showed latency

to be an increasing function of RR when it was raised
from 3 to 10 to 15.

A fourth bird showed this same rela

tion when the RR was changed from 15 to 20.

No steady

trends in initial stimulus-key responding were evident,
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with three different patterns being noted:

little or

no responding, no change in a moderate level of respond
ing, or increased responding as the RR was incremented.
These results have been extended to reinforcement proba
bility and duration parameters (Schlinger,

1985),

again

with a more prevalent separation of latencies when higher
RRs were used.

When RR was independently manipulated,

three of four subjects showed a direct relation to RR,
while the fourth bird exhibited similar but less consis
tent effects.

Stimulus-key pecking in these cases also

showed two main trends,

the most prevalent being a direct

relation to RR (one bird showed an inverse relation).

In

later sessions with differential components, both of
these experiments showed stimulus-key responding to be
greatest with the more favorable of the two schedules
(for reasons that will be covered in Experiment 2).
The present study was an extension of the above
between-session comparisons,
work by Hesse (1984).

following most closely the

An important difference was the

use of three components in the multiple schedule instead
of two.

Conditions were changed only after meeting a

five-day stability criterion.

Manipulations involved

progressing through an ascending series of equivalent
F R s , and then returning to the immediately prior RR.
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Method

Subjects and Apparatus
All ten subjects participated in this experiment.
The apparatus used was that described in the previous
section.

On day 22 of FR 3, P-3235 was removed from ad

lib grit due to its ingestion of large quantities prior
to session start; this bird was hereafter given approxi
mately 15-min of free grit immediately following session
completion.
Procedure

The reinforcement-probability variable was at this
stage decreased to .9, with the brief blackout for non
reinforced trials now coming into play.

This was held

constant, along with the 2 s reinforcement duration, as
equal changes were made in RR across each of the multi
ple-schedule components.

All subjects progressed through

an ascending series of FR requirements, beginning with FR
3, and incrementing each time by a value of six.
were made after a minimum of ten sessions,

Changes

and only when

the experimenter visually judged delays to be stable for
a period of five sessions.

Requirements were thus

increased to a maximum of FR 27, or until median delays
began to approach the 10 s ceiling of the measurement
device.

Ratios were returned to the immediately prior
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RR for the final condition.

One exception to this pro

gram occurred with P-3235, which was prematurely lowered
to FR 15 after spending three days in FR 21.

This bird

subsequently continued ratio manipulations as prescribed
by the intended procedure.
Seventy-two trials were run per session,

allowing

approximately 24 trials per schedule component (typically
varying by 1 in either direction).

An exception was made

for P-6400 following session 13 (after one-third of the
FR 3 sessions):

due to excessive weight gains (even with

2 s and .9 percent reinforcement) sessions were limited
to 60 trials (or about 20 per component)

for the remain

der of this subject's experience, which included Experi
ments 2 and 3.

Results
Regular between-session differences were found with
all of the subjects.

A direct relation was usually noted

between latency and RR, although exceptions were seen.
Initial stimulus-key responding showed several trends,
the most prevalent being an inverse relation to RR.
rate was not typically affected,
found were inconsistent.
apparent,

Run

and the minor changes

Within-session effects were not

except that latency variability was noticeably

increased during transitions and when latency values were
elevated.

Table 3 summarizes the reinforcement frequency
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Table 3
Mean S^-to-Reinforcement Intervals for Experiment 1
(Grouped components,

last 5 days per condition)

Subject Identification Number
RR
Step

0021 0137 1919 1929 1946 3235 3277 4973 6400 6840

3

1.5

3.0

1.8

1.8

2.2

2.4

2.2

1.5

2.8

1.7

9

4.4 10.0

4.3

3.2

5.1

6.6

4.6

4.7

5.0

4.1

7.1 11.3

5.2

7.6 10.4 10.3

8.7

7.5

7.7

6.5 10.8 13.9 15.3 12.4 10.8

9.0

15

10.8

21

16.0 12.6 17.8

15

11.6

11.7

8.5 12.0

21

7.5

7.7

12.4

27

17.3

8.4 14.2 15.0

21

10.8

6.5

13.3
9.9

9.7 10.5

data for these manipulations, which in all but one case
(P-0137, FR 15) was well-correlated with RR changes.
Following exposure to the MULT procedure (50 trials,
1.0 reinforcement probability),

stimulus-key responding

in four subjects was nearly abolished.
three of them are presented in Figure 2.

The results for
None of these

birds showed much tendency to respond to the stimulus key
through the remainder of Experiment 1.

Data for P-4973

showed the clearest relation of latency to RR:

steadily
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Averaged Data for the Last Five Sessions of
Each Ratio Condition for P-4973, P-0021, and
P-0137.
The top graph presents median latencies to the
constant hey; the bottom graph gives the pr o 
portion of trials with an initial stimulus-key
peck.
Below each RR designation is indicated
the number of sessions conducted.
Data for
each condition are represented by circles for
the blue component, squares for the red compo
nent, and triangles for the green component.
Vertical bars indicate the range of values for
that component during the last five sessions.

increasing durations, with a decrease upon reversal.
Increases beyond FR 15 were not found for P-0021,

and

latencies for P-0137 actually declined during this phase
(coincident with a dramatic increase in run rate and

a

decline in stimulus-key responding to less than 10%);
they increased again at FR 21, however, but not after
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that.

Pinal latencies for these latter two birds were

maintained when the RR was reduced,

(at a value consis

tent with that previously obtained during the ascending
RR series).

(The anomalous data for P-0137 can be attri

buted to frequent pecking that did not fully contact the
key;

it will be remembered that this bird underwent a

different autoshaping procedure that allowed competing
observing responses to the grain hopper.

This behavior

interfered here, during FR 9, and later in Experiment 2.
However,

it appeared to diminish at the higher RRs.)

Six subjects indicated a high tendency for initial
stimulus-key responding after completing the MULT pro
cedure.

Data for five of them are presented in Figure 3.

Three (P-3277, P-6840, P-1929) showed further increases
during FR 3.

In all other cases, progressive declines

were shown in stimulus-key pecking as RR was increased.
Three of them (P-1946, P-3277, P-6840) approached a mini
mal asymptote before finishing the ascending series.
Results for the reversal were as before with latencies,
with three birds (P-1946, P-1919, P-1929) demonstrating
gains,

and the other two (P-3277 & P-6840) having values

similar to those found earlier with the same RR.
Latency relations were most clear for P-1919:

mono

tonic increases, with a slight decline upon reversal.
Large decreases in initial stimulus-key pecking may help
to explain the anomalous results when three of the other
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Figure details are the same as for Figure 2.
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subjects (P-1946, P-3277,
to FR 9.

P-1929) were switched from FR 3

Only a slight increase was shown by P-6840, and

its stimulus-key responding was not so much reduced at
this stage.

All subjects showed latency increases at FR

15, with three (P-1946, P-3277, P-1919) demonstrating
increases beyond that,
no further gain.

and two (P-6840, P-1929) showing

Upon reversal,

latencies for three sub

jects (P-1946, P-1919, P-1929) declined,

and those for

the remaining two showed little change.

Of these latter

birds, the lack of change for P-3277 was not consistent
with the latency found during earlier RR increases.
Figure 4 presents data for the final two subjects.
Latencies showed the same positive correlation with RR as
found in the other b i r d s .

A reduction was found when

P-3235 was inadvertently reduced to FR 15 after spending
three days in FR 21.

This was followed by an increase

with the return to FR 21, but further gains were not
shown and the final return to FR 21 did not yield a sig
nificant decline.

Monotonic increases were shown by P-

6400 during the ascending series, but the reversal was
unsuccessful.
Initial stimulus-key pecking for these two subjects
demonstrated relations that were contrary to those previ
ously seen.

As with the birds in Figure 2, P-3235 began

Experiment 1 with low levels of such responding.
unlike other subjects,

But

this bird showed an increase at FR
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9, with further gains at RRs of 15 and 21.

A progressive

decline in stimulus-key pecking subsequently occurred,
which appeared to happen irrespective of changes in the
RR.

Like the subjects in Figure 3, P-6400 showed a high

degree of stimulus-key responding after working in the
MULT procedure.

This level was relatively unaffected by

changes in RR, and stayed high through all remaining
manipulations.
Discussion

The above manipulations found that between-session
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RR changes typically showed a direct relation to median
latency,

and an inverse relation to initial stimulus-key

pecking.

When RR increases are together considered for

all ten subjects,

latencies are seen to have lengthened

in 26 of the cases and remained at former levels in seven
others.

Declines were found on three occasions, with two

of these probably resulting from dramatic reductions in
initial stimulus-key responding (from the previous FR 3
condition),

and the third occurring coincidentally with a

large increase in the run rate.

Of the seven birds that

showed initial stimulus-key pecking,

five demonstrated an

inverse relation to increasing R R s , one showed a direct
relation,

and the last did not appear to be affected.

When the RR was decreased (reversal), median latency
declined in five cases, was maintained at prior levels in
four others,

and failed to decrease in two.

An inverse

relation to stimulus-key pecking was again found in three
of the five birds that earlier had shown such responding
to be an inverse function of RR increases;

responding was

maintained at previous levels for the other two subjects.
Stimulus-Key Pecking

The stimulus-reinforcer influence measured in the
present experiment was frequently observed to vary as a
decreasing function of the scheduled RR.

If such beha

vior initially occurred as a conditioned respondent,

then
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it may be an autoshaping effect which was noted when the
RR remained small.

This would have permitted operant

reinforcement for keypecking to occur via the proximity
of reinforcement to this initial response.

The entire

sequence may have been reinforced as a chain, partly due
to the secondary reinforcing potential of early members
of the RR.

As the RR was increased,

and the proximity of

grain delivery was further removed, early members of the
PR performance would be expected to have a weaker effect
as operant conditioned reinforcement.
A simultaneous result was the temporal separation of
the stimulus-reinforcer pairing.

What became contiguous

with stimulus-key onset for these less "favorable" compo
nents was something other than the relatively immediate
delivery of grain.

This intermingling of stimulus-rein

forcer and response-reinforcer relations (i .e. ..autoshap
ing) may have eventuated in a complex determination of
stimulus-key pecking.

The varied degrees to which this

occurred in the present subjects (e.g., P-3235 & P-6400),
as with Hesse's

(1984) between-session data,

suggest that

the resulting behavior was more than the product of a
simple respondent relation.

The extent to which these

two operations may influence stimulus-key responding may
be clarified by their further examination in within-session comparisons.
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Constant-Key Delays

Experiments with simple FR schedules have likewise
shown a direct relation between latency (i.e., pause) and
RR (Ferster & Skinner,

1957).

Felton & Lyon (1966) found

this to be true, with a tendency for slight reductions in
run rate, when performance was required to meet a stabil
ity criterion before advancing to the next ratio (as in
the present study).

Powell (1968) also demonstrated a

positive correlation when small sequential increments,
and then small sequential decrements, were made in the RR
without regard to stability (run rates were not found to
be affected in this study).

Additionally,

FR pausing

under percentage reinforcement (Ferster & Skinner, 1957;
McMillan,

1971), different reinforcement magnitudes

(Powell, 1969) and delays (Morgan, 1972),

second-order

reinforcement schedules (Boren, 1973? Davison,
Webbe & Malagodi,
Ayllon,

1969;

78), and escape (Azrin, Holz, Hake,

1963; Winograd,

&

1968) are consistent with these

results.
The present findings indicate that a direct relation
is usually found between latency and RR, but that excep
tions can also be noted.

The weaker effects shown by

some of these subjects may be attributed to the size of
the RRs employed,

since smaller and less consistent

effects were also found with short RRs in the experiments
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with simple FR.

The discrete-trial nature of the current

procedure may also have had a detrimental effect.

Since

latency in the present context appears to vary under some
of the same conditions as pausing in FR schedules,

it may

be suggested that this latter term more adequately char
acterizes the phenomenon seen in discrete-trial versions.
Similar results for within-session comparisons would fur
ther support such a conclusion.
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EXPERIMENT 2

This experiment performed within-session comparisons
using different RRs among each of the chain R>t mult RR
components.

It was an approximate replication of Hesse's

(1984) study, the principal difference being the use of
three schedule components rather than two.

A second part

made comparisons of different percentage reinforcement
with equivalent FR requirements,

following the disserta

tion research of Schlinger (1985).
Several studies have conducted within-session obser
vations of median latencies by using discrete-trial ver
sions of a standard multiple reinforcement schedule.
Stebbins and Reynolds

(1964) employed a discrimination

training paradigm for this purpose (i.e., reinforcement
in one component was contrasted with extinction in the
'other).

Their procedure included a 30 s foreperiod,

the

final variable 2.5 s of which included a setup response
with a R>t contingency (after Stebbins & Lanson,

1961).

Macaques were first presented only reinforced (SD ) tri
als, with the resulting latencies quickly diminishing to
values of around 0.4 s.

Introduction of the extinction

A

component (S ) caused a temporary increase in the dura
tion and variability of both latencies,
subsided over several days.

which gradually

The resulting stability
39
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yielded times in SD that were as fast as those originally
found, and slower latencies of between 3 and 4 s in the
A
S component.
This separation of values was maintained
for 20 sessions.
Schuster (1959),

using a R>30 s ITI with a blackout

condition instead of a setup contingency,

found latencies

in multiple FR comparisons to vary in a direct way with
RR manipulations.

Moreover,

a component interaction

(i.e., behavioral contrast) was reported when RRs were
increased or decreased in one component relative to an
unchanging RR in the other (held first at a value of 20,
and later at 80).

While separations were difficult to

maintain in comparisons with the larger RR, the FR 20
manipulations were able to produce latency separations
for as long as 30 sessions.

Graf, Bullock,

and Bitterman

(1964, Experiment 2) extended these results to schedules
of percentage reinforcement.

Latency was found to be an

inverse function of the scheduled reinforcement frequency
(.7 vs.

.3), more so with FRs of 10 and 20 than under

continuous reinforcement (i.e. FR 1).
Graf et al.

(1964) obtained their results by using

a short (3 s) lighted foreperiod, with no control for
pre-SD variability.

Work by colleagues of Michael has

shown that similar component separations are difficult to
produce in longer ITIs without such control
al.,

1984; Nuzzo,

1981; Schlinger,

1985).

(Hesse et
The practice
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adopted in many of their studies (including the present)
has been to use a foreperiod similar to Graf et al.

Its

brevity appears to also limit the kind of activity that
can interfere with observation of trial-stimulus onset.
Component separations have been demonstrated using these
procedures with different RRs, different percentage rein
forcement,

and different reinforcement durations.

Each

variable produced faster and less variable latencies in
the component having the relatively more favorable out
come.

Also,

stronger effects have been shown with FRs

alone, or with higher RRs imposed for either of the two
other reinforcement variables (Hesse et a l . , 1984;
Whitley,

1986), although limits are soon reached (e.g.,

with RRs greater than 30) when the between-session vari
ability of median latency becomes excessive (Neal,

1985).

Nuzzo (1984) has shown separations to be comparable if a
response-initiated FT is substituted for the FR (i.e.,
mix FR 1 FT), thus showing the importance of the regular
frequency of reinforcement under a fixed RR.
As stated in the introduction to this paper,

a con

found of the above experiments has been the closer pair
ing of component stimuli with reinforcement in the more
favorable schedule component.

Hesse (1984) with FRs,

and

Schlinger (1985) with percentage reinforcement and rein
forcement duration, have shown that such an influence is
measurable when a two-key procedure is used.

Moreover,
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this method has extended the results of earlier experi
ments by demonstrating clearer effects under FR alone, or
with higher RRs under the other two parameters.

While

initial stimulus-key pecking was nearly always found in
the more favorable component,

it was nevertheless pos

sible to obtain component separations based on the two
latencies.

Even though pigeons made at least two extra

responses in the more favorable component (i.e., a stimu
lus-key peck and a changeover to the constant key), this
was not sufficient to disrupt the ordinal positioning of
the two latency values (although this was much more dif
ficult in the Schlinger experiment).
That stimulus-key pecking may interfere with the
measurement of a purely operant latency has encouraged
efforts that try to eliminate this potential confound
(Delgado, 1987; Neal,

1987).

The method proposed in the

present study attempts to circumvent the problem by
including a third component in the multiple schedule.

If

stimulus-key pecks can be confined to only one component,
or if comparable proportions occur for two of them, then
it should be possible to make conclusions based on the
two components.

Furthermore,

it would be interesting to

note the degree to which these influences may disrupt a
3-ply separation of the component latencies.

These ques

tions were addressed in the present experiment,

again

seeking to compare such delays to the pausing found under
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FR schedules.

Steps were first taken to show component

separations, and then a reversal of that effect, by mani
pulating RR parameters.

Following this demonstration,

the same was attempted with two of these subjects using
percentage reinforcement as the independent variable.
Method
Subjects and Apparatus
The ten pigeons used in Experiment 1 also partici
pated in the RR manipulations of the current experiment.
Two subjects (P-4976 and P-6840) were later used in the
percentage reinforcement comparisons.

No further change

in care or handling was required during either of these
phases.

The apparatus used was that described earlier.

Procedure

The chain R>5 s mult FR FR FR schedule of Experiment
1 was also employed in the present study.

The main dif

ference concerned the assignment of unique reinforcement
parameters to each of the three component stimuli of the
multiple schedule.

All subjects began this experiment

with three different RRs:

one "favorable", another "un

favorable", and a third,

"intermediate" to these two val

ues.

In each case, the favorable component began as an

FR 3 schedule,

and the unfavorable component involved an
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PR of the highest RR obtained in Experiment 1 (i.e., 21
or 27).

The intermediate component started at a point

midway between:

either 12 (if the unfavorable RR was 21)

or 15 (if the unfavorable RR was 27), and was always
placed upon the red component stimulus.

This provided

two different starting points for the second half of the
chain schedule:
15 FR 27.

mult FR 3 FR 12 FR 21, or mult FR 3 FR

Assignment of the favorable (FR 3) component

was to the green or blue stimulus, depending upon which
had shown the longer within-session latencies at the con
clusion of Experiment 1.
Each of these schedules remained in effect until
clear latency separations became evident between the
three components.

If this did not appear to be happening

after at least ten sessions, ratio requirements were
adjusted in a further attempt to obtain them.

Once sepa

rations had been produced, values of the favorable and
unfavorable components were reversed and new relations
were observed.

Manipulations of the RR were also made

here when necessary to produce clearer effects between
the three latencies.

Through all RR changes,

reinforce

ment probability remained at a value of .9.
After demonstrating clear separations and reversals
based upon RR, P-4973 and P-6840 repeated these manipula
tions with RR held constant while reinforcement probabil
ity was altered.

The unfavorable component of the former
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RR comparisons was assigned a reinforcement percentage of
.9 or 1.0; the red component always carried a value of
.6, and the previously favorable component was set at
either .2 or .3.

Initial separations of delay were first

obtained, or adjustments in percentages were made to
achieve this, then reversals were attempted.
Through both phases each subject was presented 72
total trials, allowing approximately 24 random presenta
tions per component.

An exception was made for P-6400,

who still received only 60 trials per session (for weight
maintenance purposes).
Results
These procedures were generally effective in repli
cating the two-component results of Hesse (1984) with the
three components of the present study.

Adjustments were

not required with five of the subjects in the RR compari
sons, but it was difficult to obtain reliable 3-ply sepa
rations in two of the remaining pigeons.

Initial stimu

lus-key pecking was always greatest in the favorable com
ponent, with each subject showing differences in the
amount of intermediate- and unfavorable-component stimu
lus-key pecking.

The percentage reinforcement birds

exhibited these same overall tendencies.
Table 4 presents the reinforcement frequency data
for the five subjects that demonstrated clear latency
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Table 4
Mean SD-to-Rein£orcement Intervals for the First
Five RR Subjects of Experiment 2
(Averaged over the last five days per condition)

Experimental

Subject Identification Number

Condition
0021

4973

3277

6840

6400

Favorable FR

2.2

1.8

2.2

2.3

4.2

Intermediate FR

8.5

6.1

6.3

4.9

8.7

17.0

14.9

19.0

11.9

17.4

Favorable FR

1.8

1.8

2.2

2.0

3.8

Intermediate FR

8.4

5.5

6.4

5.3

9.3

17.0

19.3

17.9

11.9

15.5

Initial Separations

Unfavorable FR
Later Reversals

Unfavorable FR

separations and reversals without requiring further RR
adjustments.

Daily sessions for these pigeons are pr e 

sented in Figures 5 and 6.

Each of the birds in Figure

5, and P-6840 in Figure 6 showed minimal levels of ini
tial stimulus-key pecking at the conclusion of Experiment
1, which were increased to varying degrees in the favor
able component,

and remained at low to moderate levels in

the intermediate and unfavorable components.

These rela

tions switched when RR conditions were reversed.

A high
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SESSIONS

Median Latency and Stimulus-Key Data for
P- 0 0 2 1 , P-4973, and P-3277.

proportion of such responding was exhibited by P-6400 at
the end of Experiment 1, and the effect of the RR manipu
lations was to lower such responding in the unfavorable
component.

Each of these subjects showed relatively

quick separations and reversals of median delay values.
At times these began to exceed 10 s in the unfavorable
component (e.g., P-4973 and P-3277).

The reversal for
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P-6400 is noteworthy for the small component separations.
The remaining five subjects required RR adjustments
before reliable separations and/or reversals could be
derived.

This was not possible in every case (latencies

for P-3235 and P-0137 were never reversed).

Table 5 p r e 

sents reinforcement frequency data for the final condi
tions under which clear separations were obtained (when
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Table 5
Mean SD -to-Reinforcement Intervals for the Last
Five RR Subjects of Experiment 2
(Averaged over the last five days per condition)

Experimental

Subject Identification Number

Condition
1929

1919

1946

3235

0137

Favorable FR

1.8

2.1

3.8

3.8

4.6

Intermediate FR

7.1

6.2

10.9

11.9

9.4

14.1

19.6

22.2

21.9

14.5

Favorable FR

2.3

2.3

2.9

Intermediate FR

6.8

8.0

11.9

12.2

18.4

22.9

Initial Separations

Unfavorable FR
Later Reversals

Unfavorable FR

this was available).
Figure 7 presents data for two subjects that eventu
ally finished this experiment.

While the first condition

for P-1929 shows no separation,

the unfavorable (green)

component latencies were beginning to lengthen;

increas

ing the RRs in the intermediate and unfavorable compo
nents (each by 6) after ten days served to hasten this
change.

Likewise, P-1919 was beginning to show a latency

increase in the intermediate component near the end of
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its first reversal?

increasing the RR in this component

(by 3) produced the desired result.
Stimulus-key pecking for P-1929 was stronger than in
most of the earlier subjects.

This bird was observed to

make several stimulus-key responses in the favorable com
ponent before switching to the constant key.

Its inter

mediate-component values were also slightly higher.
was not the case for P-1919.

This

Stimulus-key pecking during

its initial separation appeared much like that for earli
er subjects.
unusual trend.

But the reversal data for this bird show an
The slightly higher proportion in the

unfavorable component indicates that stimulus-key pecking
was one of the activities in which P-1919 was engaged
before beginning to complete the RR.

This is supported

by higher median stimulus-key latencies in this condition
(all greater than 5 s, when favorable-component stimu
lus-key pecking in the first separation,

and early in the

the first reversal, were always less than 1 s), and by
the relatively minor stimulus-key pecking in the favor
able component (here, median latencies indicate that a
constant-key response occurred almost immediately).
Figure 8 presents the data for P-1946.

This bird

required four adjustments in the initial RR before demon
strating a clear separation of median latencies.

This

can mainly be attributed to the high proportion of stimu
lus-key pecking in the favorable component.

Like P-1929,
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Figure 8.

Median Latency and Stimulus-Key Data for
P-1946.

this occurred in bursts of two or three responses during
the first four phases,

and had as its by-product a reduc

tion in the run rate for that component.

Decreasing the

favorable RR in the second phase produced a decline in
unfavorable-component latencies, which reversed after
session 126.

Increasing the two larger RRs in the next

phase had little effect.

The desired result was finally
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produced when all components were increased in the fourth
adjustment.

Unfavorable latencies here approached 10 s,

and were accompanied by several reports of occasional
aborted trials.

The reversal was also ineffective until

the favorable RR was reduced (in the final condition).
If the favorable component data is excluded, on the basis
of the stimulus-key contribution to the overall constantkey latency, then the two remaining components show the
anticipated trends through all phases.

That initial

stimulus-key responding was highly predictable in this
subject was also shown by the change in relative frequen
cies during the first reversal.
Neither of the final two subjects demonstrated a
successful 3-ply reversal.
for P-3235.

Figure 9 presents the data

Initial separations were easily obtained,

and stimulus-key pecking indicated the expected trends.
However the first reversal failed to produce sufficient
increases in the unfavorable (blue) component.

This was

accomplished by increasing the RR by 3, but not without
also producing a lengthened delay for the favorable com
ponent.

The expected relations can only be seen here if

data for the favorable component are excluded

(based on

its relatively high degree of initial stimulus-key peck
ing) .
Likewise,

the disproportionate amount of such peck

ing shown by P-0137

(Figure 10) provides some reason for
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Figure 9.

Median Latency and Stimulus-Key Data for
P-3235.

excluding its favorable-component results.

The desired

separations were otherwise not found with this subject
until the third adjustment (after session 215).

This was

accomplished by raising the favorable-component RR, while
decreasing the unfavorable RR.

The effect was to reverse

a trend of increasing latencies in both components.

This

is noteworthy because a manipulation that actually made
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Median Latency and Stimulus-Key Data for
P-0137.

the components more similar was found to yield a greater
separation of median latencies.

Observation of this sub

ject revealed that most constant-key pecks in the favor
able component were also followed by observing behavior
to the grain hopper.

This resulted in unusually long

interresponse times after the first response,

which even

tually became a standard feature of P-0137's performance
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Table 6
Mean S^-to-Reinforcement Intervals for the Percentage
Reinforcement Manipulations of Experiment 2
(Averaged over the last five days per condition)

Experimental

Subject Identification Number

Condition
4973

6840

Favorable FR

4.9

8.0

Intermediate FR

5.7

13.3

14.4

19.6

Initial Separations

Unfavorable FR
Later Reversals
Favorable FR

6.0

Intermediate FR

7.5

Unfavorable FR

11.1

(as reinforcement came to follow only such patterns).
Increasing the RR improved latencies by raising the run
rate.

Long interresponse times were then less likely to

occur, and latencies were allowed to improve.

The effect

was to increase the run rate, while decreasing the median
latency, which eventually yielded the 3-ply separation.
When P-4973 and P-6840 completed the RR comparisons
described above,

each was placed on a constant FR with

differing percentage reinforcement.

Table 6 presents the
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Figure 11.

SESSIONS

Median Latency and Stimulus-Key Data for
P-4973 and P-6840.

reinforcement frequency data for these subjects;
session data is presented in Figure 11.

their

(It will be

noted that P-6840 did not finish this part of the experi
ment, as it was necessary to enlist more subjects for
Experiment 3.

The manipulations of the third experiment

were thought to be more relevant to the question concern
ing a ratio-based pausing interpretation of the present
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results.)

Separation of median latencies was less dis

tinct under these conditions, but the data are generally
consistent with those obtained under the RR manipula
tions.

Interesting features of P-4973's data include

reduced separations during reversal, and generalized
stimulus-key pecking to the stimulus of the unfavorable
component.

The data for P-6840 showed greater effects

when the RR was increased, but clear separations were not
evident without excluding the latencies of the favorable
component.

A problem that occurred for both of these

subjects was a large incidence of aborted trials in the
unfavorable component.
Discussion

Results of the present experiment support those ear
lier obtained by Hesse (1984) and Schlinger (1985), and
further extend them to discrete-trial multiple schedules
that use more than two components.

Constant-key laten

cies were shown to vary directly with RR and inversely
with percentage reinforcement.

When 3-ply component sep

arations were not immediately obtained,

it was usually

possible to make adjustments in the schedule parameters
to achieve this result.

Additionally,

the three-compo

nent method permitted observation of these effects when
initial stimulus-key pecking confounded otherwise obvious
relations.

Meanwhile,

stimulus-key pecking itself showed
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an inverse relation to manipulations of the RR variable.

Stimulus-Key Pecking
Stimulus-key responding occurred primarily in the
most favorable component, regardless of the reinforcement
parameter used.

In other components such behavior was

usually comparable for both,

although with several of the

birds it was greater in the intermediate component during
the initial separations
1929).

(e.g., P-3277, P-6840, P-6400, P-

This relation was also true for P-6400's rever

sal, which is consistent with similar "opposite" effects
shown by this subject in Experiment 1.
The subjects that were run under schedules of per
centage reinforcement (Figure 11) demonstrated a slight
tendency for unfavorable-component stimulus-key pecking
to be greater than that for the intermediate component,
both in first separations and in the later reversal for
P-4973.

This suggests that such behavior may have occur

red under these circumstances as generalized responding
based on similarity of the stimulus-key color to that of
the favorable component (i.e., green and blue are closer
to each other than either are to red ) .
Unfortunately, neither of these observations sheds
much light on the relative contribution of stimulus-reinforcer and .response-reinforcer variables to the determi
nation of stimulus-key pecking.

The present data support
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both a respondent interpretation based on the proximity
of grain to each component stimulus, and an operant
interpretation based on the proximity of pecking to the
potential conditioned reinforcement from early members of
behavior comprising the RR.
tors contribute,

To the extent that both fac

the phenomenon resembles an autoshaping

effect (as suggested in Experiment 1).

While this is a

matter for continued investigation (and such effects will
be further considered in the final experiment), the pres
ent rationale for excluding favorable-component values in
latency comparisons appears to be valid.

That is, since

responding in the favorable component is confounded by
earlier stimulus-key pecking (and a changeover response),
the resulting latencies must be separately considered.
Constant-Key Delays

The present results extend those of earlier betweenand within-session comparisons investigating the effects
of RR upon response latency.

That 3-ply separations were

demonstrable in all subjects, and reversals could be
obtained in eight of them,

suggests the power of this

variable over other (potentially confounding) influences.
Several factors point to the interpretation of such
effects as pausing.
First,

the ability to make parameter adjustments in

order to achieve component separations gives indication
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of the RR variable's functionality.
final RR birds,

In each of the five

it was possible to influence latency by

making changes in the schedule parameters.

This alone

does not exclude an "operant latency" interpretation, as
component stimuli are still correlated with differential
RRs.

However, that P-0137 only showed latency separa

tions when favorable and unfavorable RRs were brought
closer together,

suggests that variables other than the

relative schedule "value" were operating under such con
ditions .

Additional evidence of this sort might further

advance the interpretation of such delays as FR pausing.
Another consideration was the ability to obtain
latency separations based upon differential percentage
reinforcement.
conditions,

Since RRs were equivalent under these

it was only the relative reinforcement fre

quency of different components that was functional.

This

is similar to the results of experiments with simple FR
schedules (e.g., Ferster & Skinner,
Powell,

1969).

1957? McMillan,

1971;

As colleagues have previously suggested

(e.g., Schlinger,

1985; Whitley,

1986),

to consider such

latencies as constituting evidence for something other
than a pause would seem at this point to be unwarranted.
Characteristics of the median latencies were them
selves suggestive of pausing.

One would not expect com

ponent differences alone to produce separations as great
as several seconds.

Observation of subjects during these
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longer delays implied that reinforcement occurred for
other behaviors during the interim.

With a short fore

period, pigeons remained oriented to the front panel,
good position to observe the stimulus-key onset.
favorable color was presented,

in

If the

a peck to the stimulus-key

(or "sign-tracking") may have resulted,
diate responding to the constant-key.

followed by imme
When a less favor

able component was started, however, birds engaged in
many other activities before beginning to complete the
RR.

This included wing-flapping and grooming, pecking

stray bits of grain on the chamber floor, turning, peck
ing other keys or other features of the chamber,

etc.

The effect of such interim behavior was to increase the
median constant-key latency, and (as a by-product) the
between-session variability.

This outcome,

and the beha

viors which contributed to it, offer further support to a
pause interpretation of the principal dependent variable
in these studies.
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EXPERIMENT. 3
Results of the first two experiments leave the pos
sibility that latencies in the unfavorable components of
previous studies have been at least partly determined by
the same kind of variables that control pausing in freeoperant schedules.
ment,

One objective of the present experi

therefore, was to demonstrate the plausibility of

this hypothesis.

If such evidence can be demonstrated,

than a second question arises with regard to what might
remain of the latency variable.
A method for clarifying this issue is suggested by
work with the behavioral phenomenon known as "priming"
(Ferster & Skinner,

1957).

When two different FRs are

randomly presented in a mixed reinforcement schedule
(i.e., without correlated exteroceptive stimuli),

sub

jects are left without a means for determining which RR
is in effect when they begin to respond.

The typical

result is a brief pause after termination of the prior
reinforcement,

followed by a run proportionate to the

length of the smaller FR.
two RRs that was scheduled,

If it was the smaller of the
reinforcement occurs (when

that RR is satisfied) and the cycle repeats.
was the larger RR that was in effect,
pause, proportionate to the larger FR,

But if it

a within-ratio
is taken before

63
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the remaining RR is completed (and reinforcement is deli
vered) .

Ferster and Skinner speak of the partial run of

responses that occurs in the larger FR, as a "prime" for
the remaining performance (i.e., the pause and final run
of responses).
A number of studies have expanded upon this effect
(Crossman & Silverman,
choice procedures,

1973; Mazur,

for instance,

1982, 1983).

In

subjects will work under

a much higher average RR in a mixed schedule than in a
concurrently-scheduled FR (Fantino,
Thomas,

1968).

1967; Sherman &

The relevance of this methodology for

studies of operant latency has to do with displacing the
pause to a point other than before the first response.
Recent work with variable-ratio (VR) schedules has
shov/n a similar effect.

Ferster and Skinner (1957),

report that VR schedules can be assembled in such a way
that pausing will not result.

Blakely and Schlinger

(in press) have shown that the main reason for this con
cerns the smallest member of the set of RRs comprising
the VR average.

With VRs containing an element of FR 1,

they found pausing in different multiple schedule compo
nents to be insensitive to reinforcement duration as an
independent variable.
however,

As the minimal value was raised,

pausing increased in the component having the

smaller reinforcement magnitude.

Separations of pause

durations were later shown to occur as an increasing
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function of the smallest VR element.
In the context of the present research it may be
asked whether highly different VRs, each containing an
element of FR 1, would continue to produce latency sepa
rations in 3-ply multiple schedules.

Each component

would be correlated with a unique VR average, but they
would all have in common one element of FR 1.

If the

pausing in ratio-based reinforcement schedules occurs as
a function of the smallest member of its RRs, then we can
tell if the values previously obtained were mainly deter
mined by the smallest RR used (in FR they are all the
same), or occurred as a function of the overall condi
tioning with respect to that SD .

If such latencies are

controlled by the same variables that determine pausing
(i.e., the RR of the smallest member),

then their dura

tions should all be considerably less than under FR.

But

if they are controlled by the overall conditioning his
tory with respect to that particular SD (i.e.,

its

"strength"), then it can be predicted that delay values
will not be different.
This was the method of the present experiment.

Sets

were constructed of eight RRs; each had an element of FR
1.

With 72 trials, divided by three components (i.e.,

trials per component),

24

the FR 1 occurred three times per

session for each component (or 9 times overall).

The

remaining elements were skewed toward the high end of the
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Composition of the VR Schedules Used in
Experiment 3.

Figure 12 illustrates these values on a log

scale for the different VRs used.

These were applied in

the same manner as the FRs of Experiment 2, with compari
sons being made according to the average RR and with pe r 
centage reinforcement as an independent variable.
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Method

Subjects and Apparatus
Five of the pigeons employed in Experiments 1 and 2
also served for Experiment 3.

For the RR comparisons,

P-1929, P-3277, and P-1919 were used; P-6840 and P-6400
were enlisted for the percentage reinforcement manipula
tions.

Each was selected for having finished with Exper

iment 2 in timely fashion.

There were no changes in the

care or handling of these subjects during this final
investigation.

The apparatus used was that employed in

the two previous experiments.
Procedure

The same general procedure used in Experiment 2 was
followed in the present study.

The main difference con

cerned use of the VR lists of Figure 12, instead of FR
values.

The first phase was conducted as a reversal of

the component used in the final phase of Experiment 2.
Thus,

if blue had been favorable at the end of the pre

vious experiment,

it was now made unfavorable (or vice

versa); and the same was true for the green component
stimulus.

Red retained the intermediate VR.

Seventy-two

trials were run per session, except for P-6400, who still
finished after 60 trials.

Grain duration remained at 2 s

for all subjects, and a reinforcement probability of .9
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was established for the RR birds.
Results
Subjects in both the RR and percentage reinforcement
comparisons showed much reduced latencies in all schedule
components.

An exception occurred with P-6400, under the

percentage condition.

All latencies were otherwise on

the order of those seen in the favorable components of
Experiment 2.

Within these reduced values,

consistent

differences (i.e., separations) were evident.

Those for

the favorable components were typically longer, owing to
high proportions of initial stimulus-key pecking.

Other

component values were found to be ordered as before, but
now according to a smaller magnitude.

Initial stimulus-

key pecking also maintained the same characteristics as
found for each pigeon during the previous experiment.
Table 7 lists the reinforcement frequency data for these
subjects; it will be noted that delay-to-reinforcement
for the percentage subjects was not well-correlated with
the independent variable.
Figure 13 presents data for the RR birds.

In each

case delays were much reduced for the intermediate and
unfavorable components,

although their relative position

ing was consistently maintained.

The comparisons with

P-1929 allowed a reversal (last step).
ous condition (after session 178),

As in the previ

latencies were longest
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Table 7
Mean SD-to-Reinforcement Intervals for Experiment 3
(Averaged over the last five days per condition)

Ratio Requirement
Experimental

Subjects

Percentage
Subjects

Condition
1929

3277

1919

6840

6400

Favorable VR

2.1

2.5

2.2

10.0

11.8

Intermediate VR

7.3

7.7

7.2

9.3

12.4

10.9

16.9

13.7

16. 3

26.8

Favorable VR

2.3

2.1

2.5

12.1

Intermediate VR

7.5

11.1

9.1

13.0

15.2

22.8

22.4

13.8

First Manipulation

Unfavorable VR
Second Manipulation

Unfavorable VR
Third Manipulation
Favorable VR

2.7

2.2

Intermediate VR

8.2

7.1

15.3

21.9

Unfavorable VR

in the favorable component.

This relates to the high

degree of initial stimulus-key pecking found under this
schedule.

The same can also be seen for P-3277 and
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P-1919.

Reversals were not conducted with these latter

subjects, as adjustments were made to determine their
effect on the existing separations.

The data for P-3277

indicate an initial sensitivity to the unfavorable VR
average, which declined precipitously in the first phase.
Expanding the difference in the next condition did not
return latencies to their earlier values.

The peak on

day 183 corresponds to a change of experimental chambers
for this subject, which produced no further disruption in
its performance.

Separations for P-1919 are not so dis

tinct after the first adjustment (sessions 201 to 215);
this corresponds to a reduction in the intermediate VR
schedule.

All of these subjects demonstrated stimulus-

key pecking characteristics that were comparable to those
found in Experiment 2.
Data for the birds on percentage reinforcement is
presented in Figure 14.

The preceeding phase for P-6840

was that of percentage reinforcement in Experiment 2.
While the average RR remained the same, median latencies
were much reduced by the switch to VR.

Distinct separa

tions were evident during the course of this change, but
eventually diminished as sessions continued.

Separations

can later be seen only if data for the favorable (green)
component are excluded.

Stimulus-key pecking was of a

greater proportion here, and as in Experiment 2, slightly
higher tendencies were shown to the unfavorable (blue)
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Median Latency and Stimulus-Key Data for
P-6840 and P-6400.

stimulus than for the intermediate component.

The data

for P-6400 are unlike that for any of the other birds.
With the first change to percentage reinforcement,
3-ply separations were demonstrated.

clear

The reversal was

effective in switching these latencies,

and trends toward

another separation were being made when the study was
terminated.

Stimulus-key pecking for this subject did
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not show the same relations as in Experiment 2:

this was

high in all three components, whereas before it had only
been elevated under the two more favorable schedules.
An important note concerns the effective reinforce
ment in the unfavorable components for all five subjects.
It was often the case that the "primed" pause, after the
first response, was longer than the 30 s abort limit (or
delayed responding to the point that RRs were only par
tially completed).

Therefore,

if pigeons were not rein

forced after a first response, behavior in this component
usually went unreinforced.

Completion of the higher RRs

was dependent upon two factors:
in-session pause,
trial.

(1) length of the with-

and (2) size of the VR element for that

It is notable both that FR 1 responding was well-

maintained under such a "lean" schedule,

and that the

latency difference was so small relative to the other two
components (where reinforcement occurred on nearly every
trial).

Discussion
Demonstrating that median latencies can be reduced
from prior levels, by substituting VR (plus FR 1) sched
ules for FR versions with comparable mean reinforcement
frequencies,

lends considerable support to a pause inter

pretation of that earlier data.

Such results were pro

duced in four of the five present subjects, with a fifth
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showing lesser effects of the FR 1 element.

This sug

gests that ratio pausing can be a potential confound to
research on the topic of operant latency.

Thus, one

recommendation might be to return to a single response
requirement (e.g., Stebbins,

1962; Stebbins & Lanson,

1962) in future investigations.
While these results provide some clarification of
the data reported in previous studies, a question remains
concerning the nature of the short latencies that remain.
If in further investigations they continue to be ordered
in a manner consistent with parameters of the independent
variables employed, as shown here, then additional work
might proceed by determining the nature of these effects.
This could be accomplished by using larger VR (plus FR 1)
requirements, or possibly with mixed schedules designed
on a similar basis.

What such research may amount to is

the investigation of a latency correlate to the phenome
non of ratio strain (cf. Sidman & Stebbins,

1954).

By

using larger members in connection with the FR 1 element,
it should be possible to measure the "resistance" of FR 1
pausing (i.e., its lengthening) to higher average RRs or
lesser percentage reinforcement.

It is recommended that

further efforts look into the literature on progressive
ratio schedules (cf. Hodos, 1961) before continuing with
the measurement of latencies.
A problem is posed by the relatively small metric of
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the latencies produced under VR schedules of this type.
By following a resistance-to-change methodology (Nevin,
1974),

it should be possible to "magnify" such differ

ences through the use of relative change measures (cf.
Path, Fields, Malott,

& Grossett,

1983).

The applicabil

ity of such techniques to the assessment of delay should
prove valuable to each of the above recommendations.
The present study contributed no further evidence
concerning the nature of stimulus-key pecking,

except to

show that it occurred under the present circumstances as
it did before under the PR versions.

Further examination

of this topic should profit by proceeding along the lines
of autoshaping research.

Isolating the possible operant

influence upon this responding would be illuminating.
For the analysis of latency, however,
to know that as with pausing,

it should be enough

this is another feature

that must be controlled.
A final problem concerns the names we assign to
these various phenomena.

The latter case of autoshaping

is troublesome because the controlling variables are not
clear:

both latency (in the respondent sense) and RT

could be suggested.

Hesse (1984) identified such as a

confound to what had been studied as operant latency by
the earlier single-key methods.

The present study, and

the work by Schlinger (1985), have identified the liklihood of a pause contribution to the remaining latencies.
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Thus, what had been earlier studied as operant latency
seems now to have been reduced to a combination of auto
shaping (respondent latency and/or RT) and pausing.
Whether anything more than this remains of the operant
latency notion is left as a matter for future research to
decide.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present study used a two-key procedure with a 3ply multiple schedule (wherein components were presented
as discrete trials) to investigate the latency character
istics that result when different RRs are programmed for
each schedule component.
Hesse,

1984; Schlinger,

Previous work (Delgado,
1985; Neal,

1987;

1987) has identified

a possible respondent contribution to such delays, which
continued to be assessed via the two-key methodology
(Keller, 1974).

Using three components was an innovation

designed to permit the elimination of data from the com
ponent least similar with respect to its respondent
influence (in the present research this was usually the
favorable component,

although for one pigeon the unfavor

able component was most unique).

These combined tech

niques were found to be useful in determining the contri
bution of several variables to the measurement of delay
characteristics under different RRs, both in between-session and within-session comparisons.
Stimulus-Key Pecking

Each of the present experiments showed initial
stimulus-key pecking to occur as an inverse function of
the scheduled RR.

This was true both for between-session
77
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comparisons,

and for within-session comparisons when the

RR was fixed and when it was based on an average (i.e.,
VR).

The stable features of this aspect of the perfor

mance attest to its common determination, despite these
differences in procedure.
Experiment 1 proposed that such behavior represented
a combined operant (response-reinforcer) and respondent
(stimulus-reinforcer) contribution,
shaping analysis.

according to an auto

This interpretation was supported by

the results of the second two experiments.

While data

for the RR subjects usually showed slightly higher inter
mediate-component stimulus-key pecking (when there was a
difference),

data of the percentage reinforcement birds,

with equivalent RRs,

showed increased proportions of such

pecking to the unfavorable-component stimulus (as a gen
eralized response based on similarity of color).

Thus,

while stimulus-key pecking remained high in the favorable
component for nearly all subjects,

the difference between

the other two components appears to have been determined
more by RR when the RRs were different,

and more by color

similarity (despite less favorable conditions) when RRs
were equivalent.

This evidence should support an analy

sis of such responding as being originally engendered by
stimulus-reinforcer contiguities (to varying degrees,
depending on the temporal proximity of grain to stimulusonset), but also being susceptible to reinforcement when
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grain (and features of the behavior which produced it)
was a relatively immediate consequence.

This would also

explain the characteristic patterns seen in most of the
favorable components:

stimulus-key onset was nearly

always followed by a peck to that key,

a changeover to

the constant key which included three responses to it,
and then grain delivery.

Examination of the reinforce

ment frequency data for birds demonstrating these pat
terns indicated that grain was delivered within 4 s, and
more typically occurred after about 2 s.
While a proper interpretation of such data would
represent an advance in our understanding about behavior
(cf. Hesse,

1984; Schlinger,

1985),

it would appear to be

sufficient for the present purposes to simply acknowledge
this potential influence and to find methods for its con
trol.

One of these measures has been the adoption of a

two-key procedure.

Other techniques,

that have sought to

eliminate the source of this confound, have not been used
without raising their own problems
Delgado's
promise,

(e.g., Neal,

1987).

(1987) use of an unlighted hopper offers some
especially if grain delivery can be made a more

discriminable event (to eliminate competing observing
responses to the hopper during the favorable components).
Meanwhile,

the present use of three multiple schedule

components can be recommended for future research when
comparisons are desired between two otherwise comparable
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data (i.e., the two components with similar proportions
of initial stimulus-key responding).

Since this usually

occurs in a way that minimizes such responding,

it effec

tively achieves the desired result of previous attempts
to eliminate this potential confound.
A final note concerns a change in the basic chain
R>t mult RR schedule itself.

The version of the two-key

procedure originally adapted for these purposes by Hesse
(1984) uses a dark stimulus key during the ITI.

It may

be possible to further reduce respondent influences by
keeping it lighted at all times.

The onset of SD would

then consist of a change from one color (e.g., white) to
one of three others (e.g., blue,

red, or green),

rather

than a change that originates with an unlighted key.
Constant-Key Delays

The stimulus-reinforcer contributions mentioned
above influence favorable-component data in such a way
that valid comparisons to other components cannot be
made.

Hesse (1984) found that these delays were longer

than in the previous single-key studies.

Delgado (1987)

reports that elimination of the stimulus-key pecking did
not yield a further reduction.

Much of Schlinger's data

with percentage reinforcement and reinforcement duration
did not show clear separations.

These results,

and our

knowledge of the behaviors which precede constant-key
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pecking under favorable schedules,

raise important ques

tions about the value of the resulting data.
sons are to be made,

If compari

then eliminating differences such as

these is a necessary first step.

Therefore, while it was

usually possible to demonstrate 3-ply component separa
tions in Experiment 2, data from the favorable components
should be separately regarded.

The only valid compari

sons are between the remaining intermediate and unfavor
able components.
The replication of Hesse's (1984) dissertation in
Experiments 1 and 2 yielded data comparable to his own,
but with components having similar proportions of initial
stimulus-key pecking.

An analysis from the RR perspec

tive considered such delays to occur for the same reason
as pausing under ratio-based reinforcement.

A consider

able body of literature exists in support of the pause
interpretation.

As in the first two experiments, work

with simple FR schedules have shown a direct relation
between pause length and RR (Felton & Lyon,
& Skinner,

1957; Powell,

1968).

1966; Ferster

Schlinger (1985) indi

cated that his data also resembled closely the results of
FR under different percentage reinforcement (Ferster &
Skinner,

1957; McMillan,

tions (Powell,

1971) and reinforcement dura

1969).

Research has attempted to further account for such
relations by separating inter-reinforcement interval
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(IRI) effects from those of the RR.

With subjects yoked

to others who proceeded through an increasing FR series
(25-50-75-100), Killeen (1969) found that pause duration
was a direct function of IRI, independent of the RR.
Neuringer and Schneider (1968) used blackouts following
nonreinforced responses of the RR to control the IRI in
FR schedules and the RR in fixed-interval (FI) schedules.
By lengthening the blackouts in each, RR could be limited
during a constant RR in FI, and held constant during an
increasing IRI in FR.

Pause was shown to vary in both

schedules as a function of IRI,

irrespective of the RR.

The importance of RR has since been demonstrated by vary
ing the RR as IRI was held constant (Crossman, Heaps,
Nunes,

& Alferink,

1974).

Longer pausing was found for

the FR component of an alternating multiple schedule than
in a "yoked" component comprised of two responses with an
intervening blackout (equated to the IRI or run time of
the former component).

The direct relation of pause to

IRI was here found to also depend upon RR.
While these studies correspond well to the RR/IRI
manipulations of Experiments 1 and 2 of the present
study, a more convincing demonstration was produced in
Experiment 3.

Here delays were shown to occur as a

function of the lowest VR element,
sponding to the average RR.
the above considerations,

rather than corre

In light of this,

and given

it may be preferable to account
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for the chain R>t mult RR data in terms of the pausing
typically found under simple FR.

Thus, we may conclude

that the delays previously studied have not really been
operant latencies at all, but (if not the stimulusreinforcer influenced responses of favorable components)
are best described as the pause in responding character
istically found under particular schedules of reinforce
ment.
Conclusions
Reducing the latencies studied by these procedures
to a combination of stimulus-reinforcer-influenced
responding and RR/lRI-determined pausing leaves us want
ing for a new direction.
tinue to be investigated?

How should operant latency con
Previous authors (e.g., Nuzzo

1984) have advised the return to a RT paradigm.
ing latencies of only a single response,

Measur

as in the pre

sent Experiment 3, should reduce the contribution of
pausing.

If the two-key procedure also remains a stan

dard feature,

then the stimulus-reinforcer contribution

may continue to be measured.

Meanwhile,

until an ade

quate method is devised for eliminating such influence,
the present use of a 3-ply multiple schedule can be rec
ommended.
Independent variable manipulations then could pro
ceed along at least two lines.

First, percentage and
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duration could continue to be studied as before.
method,

A new

suggested by Experiment 3, would be to assess the

resistance of the FR 1 latency to other RRs of which it
is but a single member.

This could be done with similar

VR schedules, or at a greater extreme, with mixed sched
ules that include only one FR 1 element.

If the small

metric turns out to be a problem, methods such as Nevin's
(1974) relative change measure could be applied.

By

these means it should be possible to extend the investi
gation of discriminative operant< latencies.
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